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Introduction
In 1857, David Levy Yulee, the “Father of Florida Railroads,” platted
New Fernandina, today’s Centre Street Historic District, with a singular
vision: to make Fernandina the “Manhattan of the South.” While this
vision came to life differently than he may have imagined (although
you can see the influence in how the streets are laid out and in the
presence of a Central Park,) his plan was grounded in learning from the
leaders and making his home a world-class destination.
Today, partner businesses and organizations on this Florida barrier island can have a Manhattan-style impact and reach, if they use social
media effectively to tell their story (and Amelia Island’s.) This is your
blueprint to do just that. It’s custom-drawn and edited down to the
essentials: what do you need to know, what can you do to engage with
travelers, wherever in the world or in the travel-planning process they
find themselves.
This guide is free, shareable, and one of the ways the Amelia Island
Convention and Visitors Bureau (AICVB) offers partners numerous
promotional opportunities, from free web listings to cross-promotion
to market research and the chance to participate in cost-effective coop advertising programs. (Visit ameliaislandtdc.com to find our more.)

Let’s get ready to reach today’s explorers.
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The Tool Kit
PRINCIPLES

PLATFORMS

1 Know Thy Market

6 Instagram

2 User-Generated

7 Facebook

Content

3 Hashtags
4 Make it Visual
5 Know Thyself

8 Location-based
Mobile Search

9 Online Reviews
10 Pinterest
11 Twitter
12 Manage Your Media
13 Making Real World
Connections
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TOOL 1
KNOW THY MARKET

TRAVEL

the #1 U.S. industry export

Amelia Island Visitors
`

75%
65%

say Internet provides information most
helpful to planning their visit!

book online

Average head of household is 50 years old with an
annual income of $122,889.
Top 5 reasons they choose Amelia Island

1
2
3
4
5

Beach
Never been/Want to try something new
Interest in Hotel/Accommodations
Recommendations
Nature/Environment

Top ways they describe Amelia Island

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Beautiful beaches
Historic downtown
Clean environment
Good food
Safe destination
Family-friendly
Complete Relaxation
Upscale
A romantic place

Messages that focus on these themes will resonate
strongly with your travelers.

TOOL 1
`

KNOW THY MARKET

Your Market is Mobile
US Smartphone Penetration

74%

and rising.

This represents a significant market
share of the U.S. buying population.

»» 80%

of those with incomes over $75K have a smartphone.

»» 70%

of mobile searches result in action within an hour.`

»» For the first time ever over 50% of travel-related searches
take place on mobile devices; more people consuming travel
content from mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) than
from desktop computers!

»» In 2015, more than 50% of online travel-related search will
come from mobile devices,

`

FACTS

56%
92%

of leisure travelers cite “recommendations
from others” as the most common resource
for researching leisure trips.
of consumers trust recommendations from
friends and family over other forms of
advertising.

The meaning of “friends” has now widened with social media. Marketers must heavily weigh the new power of recommendations
from friends and family within the context of our interconnected
world.

FACTS
1

A balanced social plan includes an understanding of your
market, and how they interact online.

2

Authentic Experiences: Give ‘Em Something To Talk
About

The American Leisure Traveler wants local, authentic, and memorable experiences and products that are unique from what they
can get at home. And they want to share about it on social media
with their friends.

`

TOOL 2
USER-GENERATED CONTENT (UCG)

WORD OF MOUTH IS STILL KING.
IT JUST LOOKS A LITTLE DIFFERENT.

UGC: is any form of media created by everyday people,
usually uploaded to the web via social media. It’s the
content YOUR CUSTOMERS are posting and seeing
every day.

`

FACTS

»» #True UGC is by real people for real people, and the result is
authenticity

»» #UGC is the apex of your social media efforts
Word of mouth has always been the strongest way to grow awareness and purchase intent. Social media technology makes it easier
than ever for your customer’s word of mouth to impact your business. Why not take advantage of this?

1

UGC is word-of-mouth MEDIA. It’s the currency and
language of our day. Use it by asking for and sharing fan
photos of people enjoying your product or service, or
featuring it on your website.

2

When leveraged correctly, UGC is similar to traditional
word-of-mouth advertising but with a little more edge. It
can be an endorsement by a satisfied visitor, which speaks
volumes to the market. It’s what we are all seeking. It’s
popular because people interact with it, and through it they
can interact with you.

3

People like having their photos and videos featured. If you
use their content, let them know and
they will most likely share it with
their friends too. Just more
exposure for you!

4

Create Promotions to
fit the modern social
media mindset. Ask
fans and customers
to submit content as
part of a competition
or giveaway. (Just make
sure it is clear in the terms
and conditions that you may
repost submission elsewhere.)

TOOL 2
`

USER–GENERATED
CONTENT

INSTRUCTIONS
1

LET IT BE KNOWN. Use in-store displays, handouts or
menus to encourage customers to tag your business in their
posts, tell them how to connect with you on your social
profiles using your usernames or with certain hashtags
you’ve created for your business. (Refer to Tool 3.)

2

INCENTIVIZE YOUR AUDIENCE . Design promotional
incentives for your customers to share content about their
experiences with your establishment. Consider providing a
discount for those who demonstrate they’ve posted a review
about you, or run a contest in which the best photo or blog
post or review wins a free stay, a gift certificate or a t-shirt.

3

LISTEN AND REPUBLISH. Monitor social feeds for fans
who are talking or creating content about your business.
Acknowledge and engage in those conversations. If it’s good
then share it or ask to republish it on your own social feeds.

4

START SMALL. When someone posts about you on social
media, no matter how small, always, ALWAYS respond. This
is how you build engagement and loyal fans. (Consider
adding tips for time management here.)

`

CASE Study
At every destination, there is at least one place that is a classic
photo op – where everyone likes to stop, whether they are visiting
or locals, out for a Sunday walk or brunch.
This is what Visit Denmark is doing with its recent initiative to install physical signs at key places of interest across the country,
inviting people to share via their preferred social network: Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook, etc.
Combined with its #visitdenmark hashtag, the destination can thus
monitor closely mentions on Twitter, Instagram and elsewhere to
see how far and wide the message is reaching.
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TOOL 3
HASHTAGS

…a word or phrase preceded by a hash
or pound sign (#) and used to identify
messages on a specific topic.

FACTS
`

A recent search of Instagram hashtags revealed 115,082
images tagged with #beach.

»» Hashtags are one of the most effective tactics for spreading
your messages and connecting with others on social media.

»» Hashtags make users feel connected to each other and your
business by identifying unified topics.

»» Brands both large and small choose to create their own
hashtags. Hashtags are a great way to generate buzz around
a marketing campaign.

INSTRUCTIONS
Marketers must find new, innovative ways to use hashtags as a
means to drive conversation, harness the public support, and
garner attention.

1

Create your own hashtag. Create a standard hashtag
for your business and use it religiously on social media
posts, store displays, advertisements.

2

Encourage your visitors to use your hashtag when they
share about their favorite purchase, experience, or when
they leave a review.

3

Research and use popular travel-related hashtags that
accurately describe your offerings.

4

Interact with those who use the same hashtags as you;
that’s how you build connections and engagement.

5

Use the

#LoveAmelia #AmeliaIsland hashtag in all

your social media posts and in your establishment. The
AICVB will see it and be able to re-post.

6

Add these Brand

USA hashtags where appropriate

for more visibility: #DiscoverAmerica #FoodStoriesUSA
#RoadTripUSA #OutdoorsUSA, and these Visit Florida
hashtags #LoveFL, #sharealittlesunshine
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TOOL 4
MAKE IT VISUAL

PICTURES, PICTURES, PICTURES

`

FACTS
In a world where we are overwhelmed with information, images
are the new social currency – and attention is the new commodity.
Our brains process visuals 60,000 times faster than text.
Bottom line. It’s an increasingly visual game, and you must play
accordingly to succeed.
Now everyone is a storyteller. That means you. And your
customer.

The holy grail for a marketer is an emotional relationship with your customer. With social media this is very attainable. Images speak the language of emotion.
On TripAdvisor, photos impact accommodation bookings even
more than reviews.
»» Properties with at least one photo have +225% more
likelihood of booking inquiry.

»» Properties with more than 100 photos have +238% more
likelihood of booking inquiry.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Tell the story of your business visually, and as much as
possible include your customer in that process. This allows
you to deepen your customer relationships.

2

Tell customers to upload pictures using your business
hashtag, which makes it easier for you to find their images.

3

Ask customers to take and share images highlighting their
own experiences with your business.

4

Tell them how and where they can connect and share their
pictures with you.

5

Everyone likes attention. Feature customers and their
images for others to see.

`

TOOL 5
KNOW THYSELF

Web Traffic to ameliaisland.com currently comes from:

1
2
3

Search
Referrals (Fernandina Beach pages, Lonely Planet and
Trip Advisor are top.)
Social Media

Amelia Island Social
Facebook: Amelia Island (facebook.com/AmeliaIslandFlorida)
Instagram: @visitameliaisland
Twitter: Go2Amelia

FACTS
»» A destination’s brand is the sum of all the stories their
visitors hear about it. With this is mind, it is important to 1)
give visitors something great to talk about, and 2) a reason
to say it.

»» After all, remarkable experiences ignite remarkable
storytelling.

»» Based on proven principles of effective place branding, a
unified community identity is essential for establishing a
well-known destination image.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Creative Campaign Themes: “A Florida Beach with a
Southern Accent” and “Come Make Memories”

2

Brand Position: (what we want to be known for) Unique
combination of the sophistication of the traditional South
with the serenity of a beach vacation; One of America’s top
10 island destinations

3

Value Proposition: (what we offer to our audiences) A
timeless, upscale destination unlike any other in Florida,
the South, or the Atlantic Coast; Relaxing vacation without
crowds (but with a variety of experiences)

4

Keywords: Serenity, uncrowded, hidden gem, variety,
timeless, relaxing, romantic, nature, beach, outdoor
adventure, diversity of activities and experiences

`

TOOL 6

Over 200 million active monthly users
share 60 million photos daily that
generate 1.6 billion “Likes.”

Instagram now has 300 million monthly users, surpassing
Twitter. Users (many of them female, upscale, and avid
travelers) post daily experiences from their mobile devices –
especially when they are visiting a new place. The simple to
use app is owned by and closely integrated with Facebook.

`

FACTS
»» Instagram builds valuable connections, loyalty, and trust
with your customers. It is your visual
there to be entertained, not sold.

story. Users go

»» The purpose of this platform is to provide a behind-thescenes look into your company or destination culture. It’s
an opportunity to showcase your business personality, your
human side, what makes you, you.

»» People are interested in relationships with other real people.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Be real. Show as many sides of your business as possible.
Use Instagram to feature new items, venues, events, and
behind-the-scenes on Amelia Island.

2

Be human. If you’re a small business, show your human
side. Photograph your customers, your family, your
employees. Talk about them and tag them in your posts.
Highlight and connect with your most loyal customers this
way.

3

Hashtag it up. Create company hashtags. Make them
known and use them consistently. Research other popular
hashtags pertaining to your industry, geographic area or
unique customer experience. Such as #LoveFL, etc.

4

Let it overflow. Instagram links to other social media
sites, such as Facebook and Twitter. Once your photos are
generated with Instagram they can be shared easily across
other platforms.

5

Tag @visitameliaisland in all of your posts so AICVB
will have the opportunity to re-post them for our wider
audience to see.

`

TOOL 7

`

FACTS
»» Join the noise. There are now 864 million daily active
Facebook users. Among all the activity, it has become
increasingly difficult to stand out and connect with engaged
consumers.

»» Changing demographics. Facebook is still growing
across all age demographics above 25, especially 35-54 year
olds, likely your target market.

»» Green is king. Remember when “Like us on Facebook”
was all you had to say? Those days are OVER. In order to
maximize their profits, Facebook has changed the rules
on business pages. Now only 2% of your fans (at best) will
see your posts in their news feeds unless you pay up and
promote your posts. For more information on boosting your
posts, see www.facebook.com/business/boosted-posts or
search “boosted posts” in the Facebook help section.

»» Travel is the most shared topic category on Facebook! As
travel brands, you sell experiences and memories so you have
a better chance to stand out from all the rest by using photos
and videos that get user engagement.

»» Pictures rule. Facebook has reduced the number of textonly status updates that appear in people’s news feeds, while
highly rewarding visual updates, such as photos and videos
uploaded through Facebook. Now the key is to get your
customers to share ABOUT you.

»» Prepare to interact. The more interaction posts received,
the more exposure Facebook gives. Increased customer
engagement shows Facebook that your page updates are
interesting to your fans, Facebook, in turn, makes your
updates appear more frequently in their news feeds. Not to
mention, interaction is what your customers expect.

`

TOOL 7
FACEBOOK

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Pay up. Boosting posts, advertising a page and creating

2

Motivate interaction. Facebook is about people

3

Be real. People come to Facebook to be entertained and

4

Get visual. Create a social media blackboard by regularly

5

Get Exclusive. Tell customers to watch your Facebook

6

Offer Incentives. Encourage customers to post about

7

Do your homework. 85% of people who like a brand on

8

Let no comment go unnoticed. You MUST engage with

offers are all paid options that can bring you eyeballs and
interaction with a fairly small investment.
interacting with other people. Remember, “word of mouth” is
now the primary way to expand your reach.
interact with real people. Being salesy doesn’t work. Show
your human side.

posting photos and graphics about your items, your staff and
your customers enjoying themselves and your business.
page for on-line only deals.

their experience on Facebook. “Show us on your mobile at
checkout that you raved about us on Facebook and receive
10% off.”
Facebook are past and present customers. Take advantage of
this opportunity to ask for feedback, customer preferences,
and improve products and services.
users in the comments and reposts no matter how small. 42%
of consumers active on social networks expect an answer
within the hour!

`

CASE Study
 small spend can go a long way when you use Facebook promotA
ed posts and ads. When promoting the Georgia-Florida game, we
used Lookalike Audience, a feature that lets you show your post or
ad to people who are similar to those who already like your page
(your fans, who are already receptive to your message) to help
create a highly defined target audience. It generated over 75,000
impressions and 3,330 clicks for a budget of $500. To learn how
to optimize your ads on Facebook, visit the Help Center and Ad
Manager sections for help and for periodic programs offering direct support.

`

TOOL 8
LOCATION-BASED MOBILE SEARCH

FACTS
»» Travelers are searching while on-the-go. Will they
find you?

»» 28% of adults have used location-based services to
get recommendations such as the best-rated nearby cafe or
directions from their current location.

»» Customers and travelers now rely on their mobile

devices as a vital source of location-relevant information
upon which they make an increasing number of decisions on
how to spend their time and money.

»» When deciding where to go, your customers are using

platforms such as Google My Business (formerly Google
Places), TripAdvisor, FourSquare or Yelp.

»» 40% of mobile web searches are for local
businesses.

»» 74% Of adult smartphone owners ages 18 and

older say they use their phone to get directions
or other information based on their current location. Which
means, if they can’t find you with their phone they won’t
become your customers.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Be on the list. Make sure your business is listed on all the
key networks where your travelers are most active.

2

At the very least create a ‘Google My Business’ Profile.
It will improve your presence on Google and make you
show up on Google Maps. Go here to get started- http://
www.google.com/business

3

Keep it updated. Keep your online profile accurate by
ensuring that your street addresses, phone numbers and
other relevant information is correct.

`

TOOL 9
ONLINE REVIEWS

TripAdvisor, Yelp, Google Reviews (through Google+
Local), Foursquare, Urbanspoon – these are just a
few examples of travel-related sites where customer
reviews are crucial and prevalent.

FACTS
»» We don’t trust brands. We trust people. It’s alway
been this way. But technology has changed the way we find
and respond to other’s recommendations.

»» We live in the Sharing Economy, and that includes the
sharing of advice and recommendations on where others
should go and spend their money. Word of mouth now

plays out publicly and reviews are everywhere.

»» Reviews have an increasingly important role in the decisionmaking process, arguably more so than online travel
agencies or even friends and relatives!

»» A great destination brand is built through the stories people
tell each other. And social media has only accelerated that
process. Getting more of the right stories told is your great
opportunity.

»» Particularly for accommodations, management responses to
customer reviews on these sites directly correlate to higher
traveler engagement and overall customer ratings.

»» TripAdvisor receives 190 million reviews, with over 280
million unique visitors on its website – per month!

»» 77% of users will seek reviews about accommodation, 50%
about restaurants, and 44% about attractions.

»» 53% of TripAdvisor users won’t book a hotel that has no
reviews.

TOOL 9
ONLINE REVIEWS

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Claim it. The most basic step,
claiming an account, will allow for
a brand to respond to user reviews,
to update information and upload
photos and videos.

2

Motivate. Give them something worth talking about.
This looks different for every business, but consider what
you can do to create unique, remarkable experiences that
motivate people to share.

3

Encourage.

»» Ensure your satisfied clients are writing rave reviews.
»»
»»
»»
4

Using anything from signage to incentives, you can
encourage them to do so.
Offer a discount on their current bill or their next stay if
they can show you that they shared about you online.
Instead of conventional customer surveys in the rooms
or by the salt and pepper on the table, provide an
invitation to Yelp, TripAdvisor or your local favorite
review sites.
Follow up with an email with a direct link or easy way to
post a review or share their experience.

Curate. When people do share reviews and stories, You
must find them. Social Media is a world-wide, real-time
focus group. You’re crazy if you don’t take advantage of it.
Using the online listening tools discussed in Tool 13, find
the relevant stories and use them. At the very least, let it be
your research.

``

INSTRUCTIONS (cont.)
5 Respond. If your business receives a review, GOOD OR
BAD, provide a response.

6

Put it to use. Hidden within all those customer
comments are words and phrases that can be used as the
written content on your website – especially for headlines,
subheads or other bits of copy that must snatch your
prospects’ attention. That’s right, actually using your
customers’ exact words can help persuade prospects
to sign up for your newsletter, book a room or hire your
service.

CASE Study
Check out this example from Auberge
Saint-Gabriel restaurant who provides a
leaflet along with the bill, promoting its
social media accounts
as well as inviting clients to leave a review
on a client’s preferred review site.

Example of an
appropriate
response to a
positive review

`

TOOL 10

Pinterest

is a Virtual Bulletin Board of images (think: digital
scrapbooking). Users share visual images from around the web, by
“pinning” them onto a series of their own virtual PinBoards. Pinterest refers users to the source of the images, which is hopefully
your website! Get discovered by millions of people looking for
things to plan, buy and do.

`

A pin is an image added to Pinterest. You add images from a website using the “Pin It” button, or you can upload an image from
your computer or phone. Pins from the “Pin It” button automatically link back to the website. For uploaded images you must add
the link.

FACTS
Already third most popular social network, currently
the fastest growing one.

»» The most popular category on Pinterest? Travel.
»» 80% of pins are actually… re-pins!
»» Web referrals from Pinterest are huge – more influential
than Google+, Twitter and Linkedin combined! It is also
great for improving your website’s SEO (search engine
optimization).

»» 80% of Pinterest users are female. High percentage of
users are affluent: over 28% have a household income of over
$100K.

»» 75% of daily traffic to Pinterest comes from mobile.
»» Shoppers referred by Pinterest are 10% more likely to

make a purchase than those from other social networks
(including Facebook.)

`

TOOL 10
PINTEREST

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1. Set up compelling, inspirational, very specific boards by
topic. Optimize the description of each board. (include meaningful keywords, other usernames and hashtags. Pinterest favors
hashtags. Use them!

Step 2. Spend time looking around for ideas and business inspiration. And have fun doing so.

Step 3. Set up a business page, not a personal account. This
helps you receive better traffic to your website, plus it provides
analytics, which allows you to embed a “Follow” button, a “Pin”
link and Profile and Board widgets to your website for users to pin
your material and connect with you more easily.

Step 4. Use built-in analytics. With Pinterest Analytics, see what
people like from your profile, what they save from your website
and how much traffic you get by adding the Pin It button. Get
new data about your audience too, including their gender, location, other interests and what other businesses they follow so you
can learn what your customers really want. Then tailor your Pins
based on that.

Step 5. Use Place Pins, which are of primary importance to tourism business because they include extra details like the address,
phone number and location on a map so users can pull up useful
information for planning a trip or while on the go.

``
Pins are about the destinations, not the company. Focus on the
experience and emotions, not sales techniques. Include tips and
timely material. This is how you grow a following.
Don’t forget to follow other people and interact with their Pins!

`

TOOL 11

Twitter Mission: to give everyone the power to create
and share ideas and information instantly, without
barriers.

»» 271 million monthly active users
»» 500 million tweets are sent per day
»» 78% of Twitter active users are on mobile devices

FACTS
»» What is a Tweet? A Tweet is an expression of a moment
or idea. It can contain text, photos, and videos. Millions of
Tweets are shared in real time, every day. Tweets are limited
to 140 characters so they can be consumed easily anywhere,
even via mobile text messages.

»» The best Tweets share meaningful moments – big
and small. If you think it’s interesting, chances are your
followers will too.

INSTRUCTIONS
1

Reply by commenting on a tweet to join a conversation.

2

Retweet by sharing a tweet with your followers and add
your own thoughts.

3

Favorite a tweet to let the author know you like it.

4

Hashtag your tweet to link with an ongoing conversation.

CASE Study
Best Use Of Twitter By Brand: Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, Toronto
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts focuses on adding value for its Twitter
followers through special offers and incentives. Twitter followers
that interact with Fairmont occasionally receive gifts and giveaways as a reward for following. Fairmont alerts followers to services and amenities as well.
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TOOL 12
MANAGE YOUR MEDIA

`
So Much Tech, So Little Time.
Juggling all your social media accounts can be tricky and time-consuming, but thankfully, we live in an age when developers are rectifying that problem! Savvy community managers don’t handle
social media accounts independently. They UTILIZE dashboards
to manage multiple accounts, across various social networks. The
most popular of which is Hootsuite, but there are others as well,

Listen In: Mention, Tweetdeck, and Buffer for a Start.
These same tools also enable us to do what’s known as Online
Listening, which is the foundation of a skilled social media marketing strategy. Online Listening is a way of monitoring the web and
social networks in real-time for keywords and/or hashtags of your
choice in order to locate conversations you should join and influential people you should engage. Various free and paid tools exist
to monitor what is being said about your brand, your destination
and the service you provide.
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TOOL 12
MANAGE YOUR MEDIA

FACTS
»» Buffer helps you schedule and optimize your social posts
as well as provides an ongoing education about social media
and content marketing.

»» Mention A real time media-monitoring application where
you can analyze your on-line content and stay on top of who
is mentioning you and in what context. This is helpful so that
you’ll never miss an opportunity to respond to a customer
and show that you care.

»» Tweetdeck lets you monitor important hashtags,
effectively follow the list of influencers, get notified of your
domain’s mentions and of course have more flexibility with
your notifications. Tweetdeck is Twitter exclusive.

»» Other useful free tools: Topsy, as well as Google News
and Google Alerts.

`

INSTRUCTIONS
1

The most convenient way to stay on top of relevant
hashtags is to designate easily accessible columns within
your dashboard. In most of the tools above you can
establish columns by social network, search term, Twitter
list, hashtag or user-account and get constant notifications
on any updates.

2

Consider adding a column for your own business hashtag,
which you are hopefully promoting, and check it whenever
you have a moment. Add further columns as they become
relevant, for example, when you launch a hashtag
marketing campaign or social media contest.

3

In today’s world of instant access to customers, never miss
an opportunity to react to something mentioned about you
online. Show that you are a real person and that you care
about your customers and your brand.

`

TOOL 13
MAKE REAL WORLD CONNECTIONS

FACTS
»» Thanks to the #LoveAmelia initiative, you’re now part of a
broader local branding effort. By marrying the #LoveAmelia
brand with your own through social media, you’re helping
increase Amelia Island’s distinctive local tourism culture.
Now, let’s be sure to not only connect in the virtual world,
but also in real world.

»» The #LoveAmelia brand exists to promote you and your
local community. More recognition for #LoveAmelia means
more exposure for you. Help us to help you by making every
effort to connect your business to the #LoveAmelia brand,
in both the virtual and real worlds!

INSTRUCTIONS
1
2

3

Let your customers know you are active on social media
and that you are connected to #LoveAmelia.
Utilize the #LoveAmelia hashtag

»» On your store front window
»» In person to your customers
»» In your social media efforts
»» In your advertising

Create a #LoveAmelia signature event and incentivize
customers to share about it on their personal social media

4
5
6

networks.
Use #LoveFL hashtag to increase awareness of your
business on social media.
Link your site to sharealittlesunshine.org.
Like and Follow Visit Florida’s Facebook and Twitter.

TOOL 13
`

MAKE REAL WORLD
CONNECTIONS

4 Things You Can Do in the Afternoon to Be Better at
Social Media:

»» Reply to everyone who has commented
»» Thank your new followers or re-tweeters
»» Monitor some topics or hashtags, add questions or
comments to a post by another partner or by a traveler

`
Resources

Instagram:

@visitameliaisland

Facebook:

Amelia Island (facebook.com/AmeliaIslandFlorida)

Location-based Mobile Search:
AroundMe, FourSquare, Yelp

Online Reviews:
Trip Advisor, Yelp

Pinterest:

www.pinterest.com/ameliaislandcvb,
www.pinterest.com/visitflorida

Twitter:

Go2Amelia

Listen in:

socialmention, TweetDeck, Buffer, Topsy,
Google News, Google Alerts

Hashtags:

#LoveAmelia
#Ameliaisland
#DiscoverAmerica
#FoodStoriesUSA
#RoadTripUSA
#OutdoorsUSA
#LoveFL
#sharealittlesunshine
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